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Supporting STEM knowledge and skills in engineering education – PELARS project

Abstract
In this paper we present our proposal for improving education with hands-on, project-based and experimental scenarios for engineering students with the use of learning analytics. We accomplish this through teacher and learner engagement, user studies and evaluated trials, performed at UCV (University of Craiova, Romania) and DTU (Technical University of Denmark). The PELARS project (Practice-based Experiential Learning Analytics Research And Support) provides technological tools and ICT-based methods for collecting activity data (moving image-based and embedded sensing) for learning analytics (data-mining and reasoning) of practice-based and experiential STEM. This data is used to create analytics support tools for teachers, learners and administrators, providing frameworks for evidence-based curriculum design and learning systems. The PELARS project creates behavioral recording inputs, proving a new learning analytic that is scalable in application, and bridge qualitative and quantitative methods through reasoning and feedback from input data. The project serves to better understand learners' knowledge in physical activities in laboratory and workshop environments, as well as informal learning scenarios. PELARS traces and helps assess learner progress through technology enhancement, in novel ways building upon current research. The project results in learning analytics tools for practice-based STEM learning that are appropriate for real-world learning environments.

Introduction

The PELARS project is intended as a testing ground and generator of 21st-Century STEM knowledge and skills. The project generates, analyses, uses and provides feedback for analytics derived from hands-on, project-based and experiential learning scenarios. These scenarios are:

1. European High School level STEM classrooms.
2. Postsecondary Science and Engineering practical environments.
3. The more open-form studio environments of the Interaction Design Schools (which form the basis and inspiration for many of the project’s orientations).

The project serves to help better understand learners' knowledge in physical activities in laboratory and workshop environments, as well as informal learning scenarios. PELARS traces and helps assess learner progress through technology enhancement, in ways that have been un-attempted and un-scalable until now. The project results in learning analytics tools for practice-based STEM learning that are appropriate for real-world learning environments.

The participants of the PELARS project are twelve European Partners that have all been chosen for their specific expertise and skills in the fields of this project. The Consortium includes seven universities, three small medium enterprises and two non-profit organizations. The partners are from ten different countries (Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Romania, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom). This geographical distribution is due to the desire to build a Consortium mainly based on a thematic structure, and aimed at achieving a large interdisciplinary network of excellence. All the named learning objectives are defined across four national settings in the EU.

**User Experience in Engineering Education**

The objective of Work Package 2 in PELARS-project is to engage, through design ethnography methodologies and on-site experience prototyping, with groups and individuals involved in teaching and learning of STEM subjects in three different contexts and one of them is engineering education context. UCV from Romania and DTU from Denmark are the two engineering higher education institutions where the new PELARS technology has to be tested. The first test has been done at UCV in July 2015 and the second one is scheduled at DTU in April 2016.

Taking into consideration the PELARS objectives we are interested to investigate the different users’ opinions (students and teachers) regarding the features offered by PELARS technology and what could be added or modified. An important aspect in our definition is use of learning analytics resulting from the use of these new educational technologies.

In the frame of PELARS we are working to develop new technologies and processes for teaching and learning for design, engineering (as part of STEM) through practical applications. The technological developments in the last 10-15 years and wide use of the new technologies like tablets, smartphones and information sources on internet, changed everyday life and have the big impact on teaching’s methods. It is important to modernize and adapt the educational system to new generation of students, who grown up with and use the named technological tools. The complexity of new technologies made it also necessary to prepare the students for even more challenging future, where abilities to cooperate and self-study are also included. In this context, we ask the following questions:

- What it is needed to change in the actual educational methods at the two partner universities, UCV and DTU, to perform practical experiments supporting students’ motivation?
- How PELARS technology could contribute to support the named abilities/skills?
- What is the impact of the PELARS’ technology seen from the final users: students and teachers?
- Will the new technology change the accreditation procedures?

The schedule for trials in PELARS is shown in figure 1.

Creating a comprehensive plan for each of the trials include also ethics considerations. All activities are and will be carried out taking into account FP7 guidelines as well as national guidelines on ethic issues, guaranteed by the Ethics Committee under EU. Participation of users is in line with agreed European and National ethical procedures for user participation and remuneration of test subjects, and subject to sign off by the Ethics and Research committees.
Both legal and ethical issues are a priori approved by European Commission and national authorities prior to conducting any trials, and the appropriate materials (project in accordance to the EC’s Ethical Guidelines for undertaking ICT research in FP7).

Each year every partner of PELARS project has to provide signed “Ethics declaration”, including Section 5, as shown in figure 2.

Figure 1. The schedule for PELARS’ trials.

Figure 2. Ethics declaration, section 5.
Learning activities/prototyping at UCV

In the summer of 2015 we organized a workshop at UCV, Craiova having the support and direct participation of two partners from Sweden and UK. We had a two-day workshop at UCV with students from two programs: Mechatronics and Robotics (more practical oriented) and Multimedia Engineering Systems (more software oriented and with a better theoretical background) and two group interviews with teachers (mixed subjects). We collected students’ feedback on the latest learning activities we had developed at that time. We wanted to hear, in a dialogue with other people than their own teachers, how they consider the actual way to perform laboratory activities (labs) compared to PELARS proposals. We put together engineering students to see how students from different programs are able to work together by proposing solutions for different problems without using a specific theoretical base. The main goal was to obtain and to discuss few proposals generated by students for practical scenarios that can be possibly used to teach with for labs using PELARS technology, methods and equipment. We investigated UCV teachers’ perspectives about their current practice of laboratory sessions and their ideas about how to integrate PELARS technologies in their teaching practice. The data collection was done in an informal focus group interview setting and was audio recorded. Workshops are video and audio recorded and interviews are audio recorded for future references.

Student workshops were planned as follows:

- Introduction to PELARS project-Presentation
- Research consent forms
- Introduction to visual programming platform
- Presentation of educational scenarios
- Introduction to brainstorming
- Brainstorming about the learning activities
- Three questions about the learning activities.

The number of participants was 14 for 13th of July, and 15 for the 14th of July. Students were from the programs of Mechatronics & Robotics (third year of study), respectively from Multimedia Engineering Systems (second year of study). Both programs offer a bachelor diploma in engineering after 4 years of study. During the workshop a number of six teachers from UCV (two professors, two associate professors, and two assistant professors), all with PhD in engineering, were involved.

Summarized the comments on PELARS trials at UCV were following:

- The proposed educational technology looks attractive and interesting compared with the methods used at UCV at the moment, which are based on learning a lot of theory without enough creative and cooperative experiments.
- A number of UCV students have a good experience in using Arduino components and building systems using mechanical and electronics parts, and because of that they appreciated the new proposal.
- Students with good practical skills see in the new educational technology a way to counteract with students with better theoretical skills.
Practice-Based and Experiential Learning at DTU

In Denmark there is traditionally close cooperation between engineering educational institutions and the industry, which is the employee for engineering graduates. Due to this tradition DTU make ongoing changes in programs and educational methods, as a result of discussion with our industrial partners. The requirements from industry include also skills like teamwork, project-work and ability to self-study. This is the reason why students at DTU work from the very beginning (first semester) in groups solving practical engineering problems related to the theoretical subjects. Even the basic subjects like mathematics and physics are connected with design-build projects, where students work in teams with the project combining all theoretical subjects. This is quite a different educational approach to teaching theory from the methods used at UCV and this is why our trials at DTU are expected to have different focus from the trials performed at UCV. The DTU trials are scheduled for April 2016 with different groups of DTU’s students, involving students from Electronics-, Software- and Electrical Power - programs. At DTU we will focus on several requirements of suitable PELARS toolkits, which should have following properties:

- Flexibility in the adaptation of learning activities to teachers’ practice at DTU. PELARS learning activities should define a general curriculum area, but allow teachers to design specific projects within that curriculum area that target their chosen knowledge, skills and competencies;
- A primary focus on skills and competencies, and secondary focus on specific curriculum knowledge;
- A focus on motivating students to engage with STEM;

Relevant learning objectives are:

- Programming: abstracting actions into algorithms, coding an algorithm (knowing the syntax), debugging programs;
- Circuiting: (depending on toolkit:) working with breadboards / soldering / connecting components, debugging circuits;
- Working with sensors, and actuators, mapping analogue values to quantized digital values;
- Planning and conducting projects;
- STEM projects: setting up experiments, measuring data, visualizing data;
- Creativity: idea generation, design, practical skills.

Conclusion

We have identified programs in undergraduate engineering education that will assist the PELARS project to both develop and evaluate learning analytics for practice-based learning. The first practical experiment has been made at UCV and next one is scheduled at DTU in April 2016. The following trials at UCV and DTU will include changes how to best support learning analytics with PELARS due to the conclusions of the first two trials. The two engineering institutions, UCV and
DTU, have similar engineering programs, but the traditional teaching methods are different and the requirements from the national bodies to certificate the educations. Our aim is to develop a framework of learning objectives that are relevant to real-world learning contexts and within which the PELARS consortium can develop and evaluate both the technical possibility and real world relevance of learning analytics for practice-based learning in different countries.
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